SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4040
(Senators Stenehjem, O'Connell)
(Representatives Berg, Boucher)
(Approved by the Delayed Bills Committee)

A concurrent resolution urging Congress to repeal the REAL ID Act of 2005.

WHEREAS, the federal REAL ID Act of 2005 mandates an unfunded national driver's license in the state of North Dakota; and

WHEREAS, implementation of the REAL ID Act may cost this state an estimated $14,000,000; and

WHEREAS, the REAL ID national data base will invite identity theft and invasion of privacy; and

WHEREAS, the REAL ID Act will cost and inconvenience the people of North Dakota without the proffered attendant benefit of protection from terrorism;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE OF NORTH DAKOTA, THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CONCURRING THEREIN:

That the Sixtieth Legislative Assembly urges the Congress of the United States to repeal the REAL ID Act of 2005; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Secretary of State forward copies of this resolution to the President of the United States, the Secretary of Homeland Security, the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, and to each member of the North Dakota Congressional Delegation.
President of the Senate

Speaker of the House

Secretary of the Senate

Chief Clerk of the House

Filed in this office this ___________ day of ____________________________, 2007,
at ________ o’clock _______ M.

Secretary of State